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In: Books, a Dark Tower novel edited comments share a novel written by Stephen King through the keyhole and is believed to be among the fourth and fifth books of the Dark Tower series. It is a lonely novel and delves into another story in Roland's life. There are no subtitles yet, unlike others who follow the tendency to have subtitles
starting with R. The majority of the book is told as if Roland is telling the story. Summary [Edit Source] The story begins with The College-Tet just leave the emerald city behind. They are traveling towards thunderclap and with beams. As they get closer they meet an old man named Bix who seems to have a previous affiliation with Oy. Bix
then warns them about the upcoming starkblast and warns them to find shelter. He takes them on a raft across a river blocking their way. After they go they look for shelter and find an abandoned city. There they explore town halls and figure it's good enough for their needs. Then they start preparing to wash. Jake and Roland Wood
continue to reclaim Oy to make sure they have enough heat so they can survive the storm and wash the stark rolls in Eddie and Susannah have stuck out Oy and Jake barely grabs him before he's flung into the town hall. They decide to pass the time Roland must tell a story, and he obliges. Shortly after the murder of his mother and the
entire incident in Hombre, Roland has to go to Debaria with fellow gunslinger Jamie De Curry. They're a frenzied skin man to stop. They are disrespected by the majority of citizens when they go to the city. They work with the sheriff to figure out some clues, but none. Later that night a farm skin is attacked by the man. Everyone is dead
except Bill Streeter and a young boy of some other name. Bill's father has been killed by skin man who takes the shape of a giant bear. They find tracks and explore an important fact. That skin man can ride a horse and he's a miner. They then learn that they have a tattoo of a blue ring around their ankles. After this Roland, the young
takes Bill with him to the city prison and calms him down and tells him a story called Wind Through The Keyhole. The story begins about a boy named Tim Ross suffers a tragedy when his father Elder Ross is killed by a dragon. A few months later her mother, Nell, married her father's best friend, Big Kells, so they can covenant man pay
their annual taxes. When Big Kels starts to beat Tim's mom, things start to go wrong. It starts to get worse until tax time comes and Covenant gives man Tim a magical key that can open any lock. Tim Big Kells opens chest and axes his father and his dad lucky coin is. Enraged, Tim goes to talk to the covenant man who is in the endless
wilderness. Once he gets there he covenant man shows him his father's body and shows one Big Kels thrashes her mother until she's blind. He then runs home and checks on his mother who is aided by his previous teacher's widow Smack. He vows revenge. Big Kells has disappeared and Tim wants to help his mother so he wants out
covenant man again but only finds his stick. But she's able to see a man giving her an item that will help her moms vision. It turns out it's Maerlyn, a powerful magician. Tim tells the widow smack of his plans and he warns her not to go, but he gives her a rifle because he knows he can't convince her otherwise. Tim then endlessly set out in
the woods to find Maerlyn. The way he is tricked by a sigh which takes him to an island where he is nearly hit by a dragon, crocodiles, and across the lake being jeered on by Mudmen. He finally kills an alligator with his rifle and Mudman is so confident he's a gunslinger. They help him off the island and give him a device from old people.
Tim then uses the device to take him towards Maerlyn. The way he sees a dozen Billy-Bumblers doing a routine that they did when one was near Stark. He rushed to his destination and found a Tyger with a key around his neck. If he wanted access to the shelter, he had to kill the tyger. Instead, he saved the tyger, and Tinger showed him
a magic piece of cloth that grew and shielded them from starkblast. He also lifted a feather and a bottle. After Starkblast, Tynegar urged Tim to drip some liquid in the bottle into his mouth. Tim did so after Tyger turned to Maerlyn. Marlin asked her to use the rest on her mother and give her father's axe soon after. The wings and clothes
were then sent home using wings and clothes. Once home, he gave his mother an antidote and his father's axe. He was fine and went down to tell Tim's widow smack. She thought she was sleeping, but she really had to slit her throat. Tim's scream was about when the elder Kells started to choke him. As Soon as Tim thought he would
die, his mother cut Kels' head open with the axe. After Roland finished they lined up all the suspects. They took people with a blue ring on their ankles and took them to jail. He then found out who the skin man was but he turned into a giant snake and Roland killed some people before he was shot in his head. And that concluded Roland's
story. Ka-Tet waited a few days and then continued towards thunderclap. Discrepancies [Edit Source] version cover[edit. Source Edit] Add a picture to this gallery Books a Dark Tower novel community material is available under CC-by-SA unless otherwise noted. The Dark Tower: The Wind Through the Keyhole First Edition
Coverauthorstephane Kingcover Artistzai StatesLangvingSinishsiried Dark Towers, Horror, Science Fiction, Western RepublicGrandagation Datefwari 21, 21, (Hardcover) Pages336ISBN1-880418-76-2The Wolves of the Kaila the Dark Tower after The Rings and Glass: The Wind Thr the Keyhole is a fictional novel by American writer
Stephen King. As part of the Dark Tower series, it's the eighth novel, but it's set chronologically between four and five volumes. [1] First mentioned by King in 2009, after the controversial end of the seventh novel in 2004, the book was officially announced on the author's official site on March 10, 2011. Background information In an
interview in March 2009, King said, describing an idea for a new short story he had recently: And then I thought, 'Well, why can't I find three more like this and a book that would almost like modern fairy tales?' So it started to add on the matter bits and pieces so I think it would be a novel. [2] Promoting his novel Under the Dome, King
confirmed this during his TimesTalk program at The TimesCenter in New York City on November, 2009, and the next day the king's official site posted information that its temporary title was air through the keyhole. [3] On December 1, 2009, Stephen King posted a poll on his website, asked visitors to vote for which novel he should write
next to and announced at the beginning of 2010 that Pawan had not received the most votes through the keyhole, though it was a close call with Doctor Sleep. Both books were published several years later, anyway. [4] The publication of the Scriner Trade Edition was provided by Jay Lee, the main painter of marvel comics' adaptations of
The King's Other Work, The Dark Tower, for the artwork cover volume. It was published in February 2012 in various editions by Donald M. Grant, publisher, Inc. and in a mass market version by Scrivener in May. [5]. The Scrivener Edition cover was designed by Platinum FMD, the creators of the cover for King's 2009 novel under Dom
and by Scriner's art director and designer Rex Bonomelli. The initial version was simpler than the final version, which was designed to give the cover a little more drama. [6] The plot begins with the novel Arriving in a River on its journey to Roland and his ka-tet dark tower. An elderly man who operates a ferry gets them across the river,
and warns them that a severe depression (starkblast) is coming, and that they can find shelter in a building a few miles ahead. They reach the shelter just in time, and when they wait out the storm, Roland tells them to keep an adventure in their youth to capture them: skin man. After the death of Roland's mother, her father sends her and
her friend Jamie de West to the town of Debaria on a mission to capture the skin man, an apparent-sized laborer who terrorizes the city and surrounding areas by transforming into different animals at night and embarking on murderous rampages. Take a train to Roland and Jamie Debaria, It gets derailed before it arrives and they should
finish their journey on horseback. On their way, they pass through a city known as Peace, a community of women where Roland lived after suffering a mental breakdown following her affair with mother Marton Broadclok, magician Randall Flagg and a nickname of Roland Nemesis. It's here that they learn about a woman attacked by
skinman and hear her story. Roland and Jamie arrive at Debaria, and with the help of the local sheriff, Hugh Peavy, they determine that the skin man is most likely a salt miner from a nearby village. The next morning, they discover that there has been another brutal attack on a local farm overnight. They investigate the scene, and discover
a small boy named Bill, who lost his father in the attack. Roland and Jamie are determined that the killer left the scene on horseback, and Sends Jamie to Roland Salt Mines to round up every mine who is a horse or is capable of riding one. While returning to Debaria with Bill, Roland does his hypnosis move (which Roland is the first
magician and used in his chronological life in the glass) with one of his extra rounds of ammunition. Under hypnosis, Bill relates what skin he saw of the man; Bill tells Roland that he saw the skin-man in his human form after the attack, but only a glimpse of his legs. He explains that the skin man had a tattoo of a blue ring around his ankle.
The tattoo indicates that the man spent time in prison at a (now abandoned) military barracks further west of Debaria. That area had fallen to the chaos of John Farson, the good man, within the previous generation. Back in town, Roland Sheriff brings the bill to a cell in the station. He plans to walk each suspect past Bill in the hope that
the young boy can identify the skin man, or that the skin will reveal himself by fleeing due to fear of the man being identified. While Roland and Bill wait for Jamie to round up the suspects, Roland Burrows tells a story from his childhood, fanning through the keyhole. In this story (within a story), a boy named Tim Ross lives with his mother
Nell in a forgotten village that anticipates the annual collection of property taxes by a man named Covenant Man. Tim recently lost his father, who was said to have been cut off by a dragon in the forest cut trees. After his father's death, Nell, now able to pay taxes to keep his home, marries his father's best friend and business partner Bern
Kells, who walks in with them. Kells is a mean man, prone to heavy drinking, which both Tim and Nell begins to abuse. One day the covenant man comes to collect taxes, and he secretly tells Tim to meet him in the woods later. During this meeting, covenant man Tim reveals that it was actually Kells who killed his father, not a dragon, and
the help of a shouting bowl shows Kells beating his mother, causing him to go blind. after that The man sends Tim a vision telling him that if Tim visits covenant man in the woods again, he'll give Tim magic that will allow his mother to see it again. Tim, armed with a gun delivered to him by his schoolteacher, travels in the dangerous
woods, and is led into a swamp by naughty fairy, Armaneeta. Here, Tim almost falls prey to a dragon and other mysterious swamp creatures, but he has his gun as well as a group of friendly swamp people, who have saved him by mistake for a gunslinger. Swamp people guided him to the far side of the swamp, and equipped him with a
small mechanical talking device from 'old people' that helps guide him on his journey. Eventually, Tim arrives at a Dogan, where he finds a captive 'tyger', who wears Dogan's key around his neck. A starkblast approach, and Tim, realizing it's likely a trap set for him by covenant man, tyger friendships. Tim and Tyger ride out the storm
under a magical protective blanket. The next morning Tim reveals that Tyger is actually a white magician, who was trapped in the cage for years due to black magic, Maerlyn. Maerlyn gives Tim a potion to treat his mother's blindness and sends him back to his mother on the flying magic blanket. Returning home, Tim brings vision back to
his mother. Tim is attacked by Kells, who had secretly entered the house as Tim stood up for his mother, but the boy is rescued by his mother, who kills Kells with his late husband's X. As Roland finishes the air through the telling Keyhole, Jamie comes back into Debaria with salt mine suspects. Young Bill is able to identify the skin man
due to his ankle tattoo and a attached scar, at which time the skin turns the man into a snake, and kills two people. Roland shoots the snake with a specially crafted silver bullet (which he had made upon his arrival in the city), killing it. Roland and Jamie travel back to peace, where women agree to adopt the youth bill, who is now an
orphan. The women also give Roland a note written by his mother while living in peace. In this note, her mother explains that Marton predicts that Roland will one day kill her. Although she is slowly losing her conscience, she forgives Roland in the end and asks that she forgive her father for infidelity and in turn the betrayal of Gilead. The
man with his skin finished the story, roland and his ka-tet find that starkblast has passed, leveling every structure in the area except in the building they took refuge in. They soon packed their luggage and resumed their journey towards the Dark Tower. An early review of the book by Reception Kevin Quigley notes how well it meshed with
the novel in the series that came before and after: Most importantly, it manages to maintain the exploring structure of the first four novels and also easily underlines the king's obsession with the nature of the novel in. The books, provide an essential bridge between the two halves of the series. [7] Jack Handlan also wondered if the late
addition would stand and found it actually better than other parts of the sequence: where other books in the Dark Tower sequence were bogged down by a futile effort to understand it all, there is a lighter, easier touch in the air through the keyhole. [8] While impressed on the whole, James Kidd mentioned the relevant nature of the writing
book in The Independent, commenting that it is not a novel, but a triptych of the novellas of nesting inside each other. He criticized the quality of prose, however, describing it as a mixture of king's pithy folk knowledge and cod Shakespeare. [9] Reference ^ For older readers, this book should be removed between the wizard and the
wolves of Glass and Calla, which makes it, I think, the Dark Tower 4.5. - Stephen King - Wind through the keyhole: foreword^Stephen King didn't do with his 'Dark Tower' series. USA Weekend. March 18, 2009. Archived from the original on July 15, 2012. ^ King, Stephen. Air through the keyhole - Letters from Stephen, stephenking.com,
March 10, 2011. ^ Doctor Wins Sleep? Archived 2012-05-07 Wayback Machine, stephenking.com, January 6, 2010 ^ Special Announcement Archived 2012-12-09 today in archive. Donald M. Grant. May 10, 2011 ^ Art of Scriven... Facebook. 2012-04-17. 2016-04-12 archived from the original. Retrieved 2013-02-11. ^ Review: 'Wind
Through the Keyhole' by Stephen King. FEARnet. 24th February 2012. Retrieved on March 3, 2012. ^ Av Club, 30 April 2012 ^ 29 April 2012
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